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These constructive features are being shortchanged and watered down in favor of provisions
that would "give consumers money to spend" to
"pump up demand". Two new ideas are a brief
state and local sales tax holiday (reimbursed by
federal revenues) and a one month payroll tax
holiday. Both are advertised as ways to put money
into consumers’ pockets fast, and are offered in lieu
of giving $300 to $600 dollar rebates to people who
did not pay income tax and were not eligible for the
first round of rebates last summer.

STIMULUS OR SILLINESS?

That analysis is flawed. The sales tax holiday
would do no measurable good. The payroll tax
holiday would do a bit of good, but not by
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save in sales tax. Meanwhile, drawing down savings
Tax changes succeed in boosting the economy
to cram consumption into a short time frame would
only if they make it more rewarding to do extra
necessitate spending less in later months to restore
work (or to hire an extra worker) or if they raise the
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